
 
 
 
 
                              TECHNICAL DATA SHEET 
PRODUCT  NAME LYSORUS 

PRODUCT CATEGORY ANTI-VIRAL & BACTERIAL 

MANUFACTURED  BY EZZY BIOSCIENCES PVT.LTD. 

FACTORY ADDRESS KHASRA  No.90/1 GRAM MEHRJA , KHARGONE 451001 

OFFICE  ADDRESS               1304, MARATHON  ICON  NEXTGEN CAMPUS  OFF GANPATRAO KADAM MARG 
LOWER PAREL (W) MUMBAI -400013 (MH) INDIA, Ph- +9102241206505 

GENERAL PRODUCT INFORMATION 
LYSORUS contains Folic Acid.Folic acid affect indirectly plant viruses by affecting plant defense mechanisms via 

enhancing some metabolic pathways. It is a central cofactor for one-carbon transfer reactions which are involved in 

many cellular reactions such as synthesis of purines, metabolism of amino acids, a glycine to serine conversion, 

synthesis of methionine and the formation of lignin, chlorophyll and choline and also in the photorespirations cycle. It 
is a new, convenient and affordable organic fertilizer to increase the efficiency of the plant and preserve its 

nutrients,folic acid reduces virus multiplication inside plant cell.  

TECHNICAL DATA TARGET DISEASE 

Parameters Lysorus Activator Lysorus  Recommended on broad 
classes of  plant viruses such as 
potato virus, cauliflower mosaic virus, 
leaf curl virus, yellow mosaic virus , 
and bacterial disease such as bacterial 
leaf blight , citrus cancer, stem rot 
and tuber rot of potato etc. 

Appearance  Powder Liquid 

Color  Off  White  Little Yellow  

Odor  Characteristics  Characteristics  

Solubility Water Soluble Water Soluble 

pH - 6 ±0.5 

Specific Gravity NA 1.02  

METHOD OF APPLICATION & RECOMMENDED DOSAGE 
1.Recommonded Crop - Lysorus is recommoned for all drops that are affected by virus like - like Cereals, Vegetable, 
top fruits, spices and medicinal crop etc.  
2.Recommended Dosage - 1 gm Lysorus + 50 ml Activator/ acre 
3.Mode Of Application - Foliar application 
4.Method of Application - First add 1gm lysorus  powder into water and then add  50 ml Activator to spray crop of  1 
acre . 
5.Recommended additions- 2 to 3 times during the growth and development stages of the plant and  on appearance 
of bacterial and viral infection. 
6.Time Of Application - Preferably before or after Infection  of virus 

DANGEROUS GOOD CLASSIFICATION STORAGE 

Dangerous Good Not Classified This product  can be stored in the unopened original 
container for 3 years. Opened containers should be used up 
or be resealed immediately. Hazardous Material Regulation Not Classified 

For further information please write on sales@ezzyint.com, info@ezzyint.com 
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